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Abstract Based on the gauge potential decomposition theory and the ^-mapping method, the
topological inner structure of the Chern-Simons-Higgs vortex has been studied strictly. It is
shown that there exits a multi-charged vortex at every zero point of the Higgs scalar field <j>.
The multivortex solutions in the Chern-Simons-Higgs model are obtained strictly.
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In recent years, a great deal of work on the Abelian Chern-Simons-Higgs (CSH) model
in 2+1 dimensions has been done by many physicists.'1-3' This model has been widely used
in many fields in physics, such as the fractional spin in quantum field theory,I3'4' and the
quantum Hall effect in condensed matter physics.'5'6' Though it is common to include the
topological properties of the Abelian CSH vortex, the topological structure of this vortex has
not been studied strictly. In this paper, based on the gauge potential decomposition theory
and the (^-mapping theory, the inner structure of the CSH vortex will be discussed, and
the multivortex will be shown naturally. The (^-mapping topological current theory and the
composed theory of gauge potential '7-14l are important to study the topological invariant and
topological structure of physics system. These theories have been used to study the topological
current of monopoles,'8' topological string theory,I9' topological characteristics of dislocations
and disclinations continuum,I10'11' topological structure of the defects of space-time in early
universe as well as its topological bifurcation, '12>13J the topological structure of Gauss-Bonnet-
Chern theorem,'14' and the topological structure of London equation in superconductor.'15'

It is convenient to introduce the notions required in a mathematically precise manner.'161
As is known, the U(l) gauge potential A = A^dx^ is a U(l)-connection on a complex line
bundle over three-dimensional Minkowski space, and the Higgs complex scalar field <j> denotes
a section of this bundle. Then the covariant derivative is given by

D<f>= d<j>-i^-A<f>. (1)
he

The complex field <j> can be expressed as
^ = <f>1 + i<f>2,

one can regard the scalar field <j> as the complex representation of a two-dimensional vector
field over the base space

$=(<P\<I>2),
where <j>a (a = 1,2) are real functions.'15' Now, let us define the unit vector

satisfying
nana = l (a = 1,2).
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From a local point of view, all of the interesting behaviors of <f> occur around its zeros. If
4>a(x) = 0, the direction of (j>(x) changes radically in a small neighborhood of x. The field
may circulate around x. Therefore, the direction of 0 or the unit vector n carries important
topological information of the physical system.

Now let us study the CSH model. We know that the Abelian CSH Lagrangian density in
2+1 dimensions is often expressed as

b, A) = -ae^AuFvx + -D<j>lD<f>)* + V(<j>), (3)
4 2

where ^aef"'xAllFl/\ is the so-called Chern-Simons term having a as the CS factor. It may be
mentioned that the Maxwell term \Ffll/F

lil' is not considered. This does not affect our analysis
to the extent of discussing the topological structure of the CSH vortex. In fact, quite a few
authors'1'3! have discussed some important physical aspects related with the CSH solutions
without considering the Maxwell term. From the above Lagrangian density, the gauge field
equation can be obtained

It is easy to know that the current J^ is conserved.
As in the case of decomposition of the U(l) and SO(2) gauge potentials,'13'18' we can prove

where A is only a phase factor, and k = hc/e. From the above formula and using ^-mapping
method,'13' we obtain

F = 2irkeab62{<t)d<t>a Ad4>b, (5)

where we have used the formula

d2

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), we can obtain

J>1 = 2irka62($)D>l(-) ,
\x/

and

which is the same as the topological current of two-dimensional vector field in mathematical
expression.'14' It is surprised that the current given in Eq. (4) is strictly a topological current.
So, it is convenient to name it as CSH current. From this expression, we find that JM does
not vanish only when <j> = 0, i.e.,

<t>1(x°,x\x2) = 0, d>2(x°,xl,x2) = 0. (6)

Suppose that the vector field 0(<£x, <j>2) possesses I zeros denoted as Zi (i = 1, • • • , / ) . According
to the implicit function theorem,I19' when the zero points z^ are the regular points of <j> which
require the Jacobian determinant

the solutions of Eq. (6) can be generally obtained

x = Zi(t), i = l ,2 , . . . . J , x° = t. (7)
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Then, from Eq. (6), it is easy to prove that'7!

so the CSH current (4) can be rigorously expressed as

^)~. (8)
xJ at

As we proved in Refs [13] and [20], the ^-function 62((f>) can be expanded by

6*($) = y g± 62(x - z{),

where the positive integer /3i is the Hopf index.'17'21 >221 Substituting this expansion of 62(<l>)
into Eq. (8), we have

V (9)
at

where rji = sign(£)((^>/x)z.) = ±1 is Brouwer degree.I8'10' The obvious meaning of fii is that
when the point x covers the neighborhood of zero point zi once, the vector field <p covers the
corresponding region /% times. On the other hand, the direction of this vector field will change
2irPi in the small neighborhood of (j>(x) = 0. In fact,I8' the integer PiVi ls the winding number
of the point Zi.

As is known, upon integration over the entire plane, this has the important consequence
that any excitation with charge Q = J d2rp also carries magnetic flux $ = § Aidx* given by

Q = a $ . (10)

This charged system also carries a vortex-like magnetic field.'23! The magnetic flux of the
vortex is

$ = IAidx1 = | f eijFi:jd
2x.

From Eq. (4), the charge density is given by

p=\ae°^FaP, (11)

then, according to Eq. (9), the density of topological charge can be rewritten as
i

p=J° = 2-Kka ̂  0if]i52(x - Zi). (12)
t=i

From the above discussions, we see that the density p(x) is similar to a system of I classical
point-like particles with topological gi = a/3iT}i$o moving in the (2+l)-dimensional spacetime.
And, the solution (7) can be regarded as the trajectory of the i-th vortex. From Eq. (12), we
obtain that the total charge of the system is

Q= p{x)d2x

it carries magnetic flux

and
l
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where $o = 2wk = hc/e is a unit magnetic flux. It is obvious to see that there exit I isolated
vortices of which the z-th vortex possesses charge Pitjia^o and carries magnetic flux PiT]i^Q.
On the other hand, we can say that there exits a multi-charged vortex at every zero point of
the scalar field <f>, or at the singular point of the unit vector n. And, vortices correspond to
rn = + 1 , while antivortices correspond to rji = — lJ15l So, it is naturally obtained that the
CSH current is a vortex current.

Now, let us define a general velocity

' - - £ • ' - ' •
and taking account of Eq. (12), the CSH current can be written in a simple and compact form
jv = pu1*. It is surprised that the topological current density just takes the same form as the
current density in classical electrodynamics or hydrodynamics. So, we can obtain a moving
system of the CSH vortices, which is a generalization of 't Hooft theory. In fact, the integer N
in Eq. (13) is equal to the degree of ^-mapping deg (j>. This is closely related to the Poincare-
Hopf theorem. Thus we find that the unit vector n carries the topological information of the
topological current, and the expressions (9) and (12) give the topological structure of the CSH
current and density.
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